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Personal life [edit] Thomas Ewing French was an engineer, author, traveler, artist, gourmet and hobbyist. [1] French was born on November 7, 1871 in Mansfield, Ohio and was the son of Rev. Daniel Houston French (1831 - 1901) and Janette Mathews (1841 - 1919). He had a younger brother, Edward Houston French (1875-1950; OSU class of '98).
French married Ida Richards (1871 - 1903) On June 29, 1898 and had a son, Janette (Janet) (French) Houston, (1899 - 1969, OSU class of '22). The family moved to Dayton, Oh in 1879 where Thomas attended public schools, Cooper Academy and Miami Business College. From 1888 Ã ¢ â,¬ "1891 worked at Smith-Vale Company as a draftsman and
later as a leader. Furthermore, while in Dayton during the same years, he was a mechanical drawing instructor in the history of Dayton YMCA. In the autumn of the 1891, he was signed up for Ohio State University (OSU) to study mechanical engineering. While a student, he also worked in Osu as an instructor assistant from the spring of 1893 to
1895. Career [edit] after his degree in June 1895 From Ohio State University, the University hired him as a full-time faculty member where he remained until his death on 2 November 1944 at 72 years. Including his days of students, this was a 53-year-old Arc . In 1906, he was promoted in the professor of the engineering design and the head of the
Department of Engineering. This was the original Department of Engineering Design at the OSU and soon became a national collegiative change from the term Design or mechanic. This change led to a name of the similar department changes to all the United States and eventually abroad. [2] Among the French Professional Awards there were a
doctor in Sciences, Monmouth College (1921) [3], MEDAL LAMME for meritorious achievement in the engineering education (assigned by SPEE in 1943) and the lamme medal for contributions Exceptional to the engineering profession (assigned by Ohio been in 1943). [4] He was also a member of the America's society of mechanical engineers
(ASME), the company for the promotion of engineering education (spee) and the American Association for the progress of science (AAAS). [5] Athletics [edit] The French was accredited that he had passed to the idea of the Ohio stadium, completed in 1922. It was the first and only the Ohio State Faculty Representative in the Big Ten, from 1912 to At
his death in 1944. In 1912, he became the second president of the state of the state of the State of Ohio and took over the first athletic director of Ohio's state of Ohio, John Richards. In the age of 22 since the beginning of Ohio Stadium until the death of him in 1944, the Frenchman saw the 40 thousand football participation in most of the still very
short games of the dream and the capacity of the stadium. The French field field at the OSU is appointed in honor of him. [1] Published works [edit] French professor has author and co-authorized many textbooks, but it is better known for his book engineering design. This book was published by 1911 to 1993, covering fourteen editions, published
more languages and used in the curriculum of several hundred colleges and universities around the world. [6] Books [edit] Essentials of Lettering Part One (French & Meiklejohn), 1909, 1910, 1912 Design Engineering (French), 1911, 1918, 1924, 1929, 1935, 1941, 1947 (First Seventh Editions) Engineering Design ( French & VIERCK), 1953, 1960,
1966 (Eighth-tenth editions) Engineering Drawing and Graphic Technology (French & VieCK), 1972, 1978, 1986, 1993 (eleventh fourteenth edition) Fundamentals of engineering design (French and Vierck), 1960 , 1966 (abbreviated version of the fundamental engineering design) of the engineering design and graphic technology (French and
VIERCK), 1978 (abbreviated version of engineering design and graphic technology) Agricultural design (French and Ives), 1915 Architectural design (field), 1922 (Introduction only) Mechanical design for high schools (French & Svensen), 1919, 1927, 1934 ( First-Third Editions) Mechanical Design (French & Svensen), 1940, 1948, 1957, 1966 (FourthSeventh Editions) Editions) Design (French, Svensen, Helsel, Urbanick), 1974, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1996 (Eighth-Twelth-Editions) Mechanical Design (French and Helsel), 2002 (Thitsima Edition) Drawing Mechanical Drawing Student Workbook (Helsel, Urbanick) , 1996 (Twelfth Edition) Drawing Mechanical Drawing Student Workbook (Helsel), 2002
(thirteenth edition) Mechanical design instructor resource guide (Helsel), 2002 (thirteenth edition) Ã, lettering lessons, book i Ã ¢ â,¬ "Vertical Lettering (French and Turnbull), 1921, 1924, 1952 Lesson Lessings, Book II Ã ¢ â,¬" Inclined lettering (French and turnbull), 1921, 1924, 1952 Mechanical design: EM 960 education manual (French) , 1944
(identical to the fourth edition of the same name) Engineering Design: EM 961 Education Manual (French), 1944 (identical to the sixth edition of the same name) Design Cards Serie A Engineering (French and Scully), 1935 Engineering Drawing Sheets Serie B (French and Scully), 1937 sheets of Engineering Design Series C (French and Scully), 1938
Engineering Drawing Sheets Serie D (FR Ench & Scully), 1941 Drawing Sheets Engineering Series and (French and Scully), 1944 Drawing Sheets Engineering Series F (French and Scully), 1947 Graphic Science (French and VIERCK), 1958, 1963 (first, second edition) Graphic and planning science (French, VIERCK and FOSTER), 1970, 1983 (third,
fourth edition) Film [edit] McGraw-Hill text movie for the engineering design, 1941-1947; Related to Engineering Design (1947) McGraw-Hill Text-Films for Mechanical Design: The Language of Design, 1948; Related to Chapter 1 of the Mechanical Design (1948) McGraw-Hill Text-Films For Mechanical Design: Scales: Flat and Triangular; CORRELA
with chapter 2 of the mechanical design (1948) MCGRAW-HILL text-films for mechanical design: bushes and bow tools; Related to Chapter 2 of Mechanical Design (1948) McGraw-Hill Text-Films for Mechanical Design: Freehand lettering and figures for work designs; Related to Chapter 3 of Mechanical Design (1948) McGraw-Hill Text-Films for
Mechanical Design: Description of the form, parts I and II; Correla with chapter 5 of the mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill text-films for mechanical design: sections; CORRELA with chapter 8 of the mechanical design (1948) MCGRAW-HILL TEXT-Movie for mechanical design: auxiliary views, parts I and II; Correla with chapter 9 of the
mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill Text-Films for mechanical design: Dimension Description; Correla with chapter 10 of the mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill text-films for mechanical design: store procedure; Correla with chapter 13 of the mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill text-films for mechanical design: isometric design; Correla
with chapter 14 of the mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill text-film for mechanical design; Developments; Correla with chapter 20 of the mechanical design (1948) McGraw-Hill text-films for mechanical design: intersections; Related to Chapter 20 Mechanical Design (1948) Bookplates [Edit] French designed Bookplates including many of those
used in the Ohio University State University library, many other libraries (New YorkÃ ¢ Library, Franklin College in Indiana, and Denison University ) And for archaeologist William C. Mills. [6] The French twice won the National Award for the Best Library of the Year. [7] References [edit] This article "Thomas Ewing French" is Wikipedia. The list of
his authors can be seen in his historical and / or page Edithistory: Thomas Ewing French. Articles copied from Draft Namespace on Wikipedia could be seen on the Wikipedia namespace project and not main. Ã, â € 1.0 1.1 "Birth of Ohio Stadium". Birth of the Ohio stadium. Ohio State University. Ã ¢ â € Paffenbarger, Ralph S. (1970). "History,
graphics department 1870 - 1970 ". Ã ¢ â €" Dr. Thomas E. French ". Ohio State Engineer, Vol 26 No 1. 1942. Ã, â € Paffenbarger, Ralph S. (1970)." History, Department of Engineering Graphics, 1870 - 1970 ". Ã, â € 'Brown , Elgar (1937). "Thos E. French". Ohio State Engineer, Vol 21 No 2. Ã ¢ â € 6.0 '6.0 Brown, Elgar (1937). "Thos E. French". Ohio
State Engineer, Vol 21 No 2. Ã, â € œVensen, Carl (February 1945). "Professor Thomas Ewing French". Journal of Engineering Design. Â © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or the dormitory of Him affiliates departure for the load area. Foreign, the PTT control panel is carried out with failure. Saturday gÃ¶rÃ¼ntÃ¼r The wound of the cargo will be sent
to Saturday. The free load loads returned if the re-show is required if the load is not collected.
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